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alone in the dark was fun enough to attract raynal to it, as it happened, but what really got his attention was a side feature of the game called the nightmare room; a completely optional puzzle game in which the player character has to make his way through a maze of typical hollywood
dungeon rooms, culminating in a battle with the villain the player never gets to see. with infernal supernatural powers and the captives of four victims to contend with, raynal set out to make this game in 3d, with a fittingly alone in the dark -esque setting of chainsaws. and, boy, was it ever
something to look at. the sheer scale of raynals game engine was really quite mind-boggling, and, in turn, so was his game. chaosiums trouble was that they had expected an alone in the dark -style game, and thus had been spurned on the technical side; raynal was trying to make a game

that was both the spiritual successor to the old kind of games and a technological tour de force. the result was a hybrid, very much in the vein of the old adventure games, but with more fantastic monsters to fight, new tactics to employ, and a completely 3d engine to play with. as if thats not
enough, raynal created the nightmare room as an addition to his new game. it was a lot of fun at the time, and was in fact the very first game published on cd-rom in france; the game was released as a standalone disc bundled with the french version of alone in the dark. as the game

expanded, raynal went on to add more and more puzzles, and new levels, to the feature, so that by the time alone in the dark 2 came out, the game was a vast, if confusingly presented, maze containing a large assortment of 3d animated rooms, dozens of which you could explore at your
leisure. the game-makers claims that hundreds of developers have created more than 60 missions for the game, and so its hardly surprising that anyone with a modicum of technical aptitude could create their own mission within the game, although theres no way to modify the ones already

made.
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in terms of being narratively satisfying, a long-form interactive fiction game like this is very far from the cinematic works popular today, or even in the far-advance science fiction game that was already all the rage in the early 1990s. but there are qualities about this game that might make it
an intriguing addition to even the most casual of mystery buffs. there is, for instance, the intriguing thought that the whole game revolves around a riddle, in a fashion similar to the very first myst and other early interactive fiction games. but it also plays in a lot of different moods, thanks to
the genre-pivotal idea of repeatedly encountering one of the bad guys, and having to decide whether or not to spare him. this is a common component of numerous types of fiction -- from the novels of dickens and sue grafton to the buddy-cop movies that frequently play out in this fashion --

but its especially prominent in games, both in rpgs like civilization and in adventures like the aforementioned alone in the dark. it also offers a notable contrast to the television shows that often draw on a similar concept, which are more uniformly upbeat than anything found in interactive
fiction. there was a time, not long before the first video-game consoles were on the market, when the notion of graphic adventure games was considered something of a minor curiosity, much like something like the video game road to perdition (now, of course, considered the de facto

standard for how to do adventure games.) the big publishers -- of the era of homeworld (1992) and discworld (1995), which were the height of the adventure games golden age -- treated it with polite indifference, even disdain. the most successful of the genre creators who came out of the
period of classical adventure games was of course silent hills (1995), which was actually a non-interactive fiction game with some rather lovely text sequences. but that was the only time at all that that genre really captured the imagination of the video game industry, and it certainly wasnt

the last (although it coulda been worse; a movie adaptation of the game was a rejected idea for a while, only becoming a real possibility for director paul ws anderson (his decision to make superman returns (2006), starring that other teenage icon, christopher reeves, was probably the worst-
received of his career).) in those early days, adventure games were rather like a literature for characters who spoke very little. 5ec8ef588b
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